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bKash Limited is a joint venture between BRAC BANK Limited, Bangladesh, and Money in 

Motion LLC, USA. The ultimate objective of bKash is to ensure access to a broader range of 

financial services for the people of Bangladesh. It has a special focus to serve the low 

income masses of the country to achieve broader financial inclusion by providing services 

that are convenient, affordable and reliable. (bKash, 2013) 

This report mainly focuses on the mobile financing industry as a whole and bKash place in 

this competitive industry. Through the report I have tried to do a comparison between 

bKash and DBBL Mobile Banking and find out the competitive advantages of each of the 

company. In the end, I have suggested some recommendation that bKash can implement to 

maintain their competitive advantage be a market leader in the industry.. 

The report is containing a comparison between bkash and DBBL Mobile Banking in terms of 

their branding. There the comparison based on visibility level, area covered by the company 

and other branding issue. 

The report also portrays the industry through Porters’ Five forces model. The state of the 

industry is best portrayed through the model. The threat of new entrants is low due to the 

shortage in spectrum and bargaining power of suppliers is also low. 

If one studies the comparative analysis of the market, it can be seen that bkash has already 

built brand equity among its customer. Thus far, it has been able to hold on to its leadership 

without doing much.  
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As a Bachelor in Business Administration (BBA) student, it is required to remain attached 

with an organization for a time-period of 12 weeks after completing all the courses. This is 

done to relate their academic curriculum to practical working atmosphere. The program is 

called internship. 

As a mandatory part of my graduation, I took the opportunity to conduct my internship with 

one of the Mobile Financing Company of our country, bKash Limited. With the help of my 

on-site supervisor MD.Abdul Wadud, officer, Marketing Division, I have performed my 

internship report on “Comparative Analysis of bKash Limited”. My academic supervisor 

Husain Akareem, Lecturer, BRAC Business School also approved the topic & allowed me to 

prepare the report as part of the fulfillment of internship requirement as well as gave me 

appropriate guidelines time to time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Origin of the Report 
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An internship program is generally designed for students to grow professionally, experience 

the real corporate working environment as well as scope & complexity. Moreover, it is a 

pathway for students to practice professionalism before entering a job. It helps them to 

build their self-confidence and interpersonal skills which is important for job market. 

However, it is also beneficial for both the students & the organization to improve 

relationship among them for further opportunities. After successful completion of working 

with an organization, a report is to be submitted to both on-site supervisor as well as 

academic supervisor for evaluation.  

 

 

 

 

bKash is one of the largest mobile financing company of the country. It is also witnessing 

high growth. However, growth in the mobile financing industry is showing signs of growing. 

Hence, I tried to portray an overview of the mobile financing industry of Bangladesh and 

analyze bKash performance compared with DBBL Mobile Banking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Importance 

1.3 Background of the Topic 
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In Recent days mobile financing industry become very much comprehensive. It deals with 

different areas to capture the market & it requires huge promotional activities to survive.  

Beside this it takes huge effort to known this system with general people. Moreover, they 

have to come up with different innovative ideas to have a position in the market. Thus, the 

study covers a broad spectrum such as Service, price, promotion, government, regulation 

etc. Based on the above facts the specific objectives of the study follows: 

 To give an overview of Mobile financing  industry in Bangladesh 

 To find out about the future prospects in the industry. 

 To evaluate the performance of bKash. 

 To evaluate the competitiveness of bKash in the market. 

 To get an insight of the products of bKash. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Scope and Objectives  
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Methodology is the procedures of collecting information from sources to carry out the 

report. Here, I have collected information in two different ways. Both sources have been 

equally used to generate the report.  

1.5.1 Primary Source 

Primary data has been collected by:  

 Actively working throughout my internship period with my on-site supervisor about 

the topic. 

 Interviewing employees of other units 

 Collecting documents & information from my divisional Manager. Process 

documentation files of different departments & divisions.  

1.5.2 Secondary Source 

Most of the secondary information such as organization overview, management profile, 

divisional & departmental chain of command etc. has been collected from official website: 

www.bkash.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Methodology 

http://www.bkash.com/
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While I tried to make this report a flawless one, some conciliation had to be made due to 

some limitations and obligations. As bKash is not a public limited company, it keeps most of 

the information confidential and is highly cautious about leakage of this information. It is 

because of the limitation of information that some assumptions had to be made. Moreover, 

a period of three months is not enough to understand the complete picture of a company. 

Due to the short time available, I got a limited opportunity to work with only few parts of 

the whole company. 
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bKash Limited is a subsidiary of BRAC Bank. It is a joint venture organization between Money 

in Motion, LLC, USA and Brac Bank Limited Bangladesh (bKash, 2013). Its mission is to 

provide affordable, convenient and reliable financial service towards the customers. Its 

technology platform is Fundamo (visa) (Bangladesh Bank, 2013). It also has the Full Mobile 

Financial Service permission. bKash’s mobile network partners are Robi, Grammen Phone, 

Banglalink and airtel. It is the only the mobile financial service provider which has one 

service menu for all the operators. It has in total 30,000 agents all over the country. Still 

now it has the highest numbers of agents in Bangladesh. bKash Limited is giving the service 

of cash in, cash out, send money (P2P) and payment (payment through organization or in 

shop). It is offering free registration and also free balance, statement check and changing 

PIN offer. Rather than the authorized agents it is also available in all Robi WICs, BRAC 

channel and Continental Courier channel. It’s highest amount of daily transaction limit is 

1,25,000 Taka and highest amount of monthly transaction limit is 2,50,000 Taka. Also its 

monthly highest P2P transaction limit is 25,000 taka (Bank, July 2012). Still now, bKash is the 

most visible mobile bank in Bangladesh. It is running heavy advertising from the beginning. 

It is running its marketing through TV advertisement, Radio advertisement, billboard, 

Poster, festoon, leaflet, shop pointer etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Background 
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bKash provides six type of services . They are: 

 Cash- In 

 Cash-Out 

 Send Money 

 Payment 

 

2.2.1 Cash- In 

This is a process of deposit money to bKash account. This service is provide in the agent 

point. The total process is given bellow: 

01. Go to any bKash Agent 

02. Let the agent know the amount want to Cash In 

03. Write down the bKash Account Number and the Cash In amount in the Agent Register 

04. Pay the amount of money want to Cash in 

05. In exchange, the agent will send balance to bKash Account. 

 

2.2.2 Cash-Out 

If bkash users have sufficient balance in their bKash Account, users can withdraw cash 

anytime. There is two way of withdraw money from bkash account, one option is from 

agents and another is from BRAC Bank ATM Booth.  

 

 

 

2.2 Products and Services  

http://www.bkash.com/products-services/cash-in
http://www.bkash.com/products-services/cash-in
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2.2.3Send Money 

Send Money allows you to transfer money from one bKash Account to another bKash 

Account. To send money the process is given bellow: 

01. Go to any bKash Mobile Menu by dialing *247# 

02. Choose “Send Money” 

03. Enter the bKash Account Number who want to send money to 

04. Enter the amount who wants to send 

05. Enter a reference about the transaction. 

06. Now enter the bKash Mobile Menu PIN to confirm the transaction 

 

2.2.4 Payment 

Anyone can make payments from bKash Account to any “Merchant” who accepts “bKash 

Payment”. For example, if anyonewant to pay after shopping  the process will be: 

01. Go to your bKash Mobile Menu by dialing *247# 

02. Choose “Payment” 

03. Enter the Merchant bKash Account Number for pay  

04. Enter the amount want to pay 

05. Enter the Counter Number* (the salesperson at the counter will tell you the number) 

06. Now enter bKash Mobile Menu PIN to confirm (bKash, 2013) 
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The massive improvement of technologies around the world brings an opportunity to 

improve the technological platform of banking sector. The goal of the extending service of 

banks with improve technology is to satisfy the desire of customers. One of the extending 

services with modern technological advancement is Mobile Banking. In this process of 

banking customer are allowed to access into the banking system in anytime from anywhere.  

The requirements for this process are to have a mobile device and mobile network 

connection. The core benefit of this mobile banking is to reach to the people who do not 

have the access in internet banking or in normal banking procedure. It is mostly helpful for 

the people of remote areas (GSMA Mobile and Development Intelligence, 2012). According 

to Raseda Sultana, millions of people across the developing nations are relying on informal 

economic activities for their living and most of these people are from the bottom stage of 

the pyramid. These mass populations do not have the access into the basic financial services 

or the regular banking system. This mobile banking brings the opportunity for these people 

to get the banking facility. Now the reason why “mobile banking” is getting greater 

emphasize because more there are than 4 billion mobile subscribers who represent 61% 

population of world. So it is the best way to reach among the biggest portion of world 

population. Also, mobile banking needs less processing than general banking process. It 

helps the banks to reduce cost, requires less storage facility. Mobile Banking is also better 

process among all the other e-banking process. In internet banking there has the higher risk 

then mobile banking due to hacking system. Also to use internet banking people needs extra 

skills to use computer. On the other hand, to use Mobile Bank, customers’ needs to have 

the basic idea about how to operate mobile in daily life. So to use this mobile banking a 

great level of awareness is not needed to create. It is said that mobile banking is one of the 

best thing ever happened in the personal finance management. Through this process 

customers will keep them attached with the banking system all the time. This mobile 

banking is still in growing business. In some countries mobile banking is become very much 

popular while in some countries it is just in the beginning stage. Though it is in an emerging 

stage but already mobile banking has created a good level of impact in world economy. (Md 

Taimur Ahad and Laurel Evelyn Dyson, 2012) 

3.1 Mobile Banking 
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According to Mas (2010) a financial revolution is happening in money transactional world 

and it is not only happening only in the skyscrapers of rich countries but also in the slums of 

developing countries. This revolution is happening through the branchless banking system 

of mobile banking. Mobile Banking first introduced in 2001. From 2001 to 2006 there were 

only 10 Mobile Banks were in world. In 2009 it increased up to 25, in 2010 it increased up to 

38 and in the middle of 2011 this number of mobile bank increased up to 50. Surprising by 

the end of 2011 this number reached up to 140 m-commerce organizations. The major m-

commerce boom has happened in African region following by Asian countries (Michael U. 

Klein, 2011)  In African Nations, different mobile companies are coming with the m-

commerce business. Orange mobile company is running an m-commerce business with 

brand name of Orange Money mobile banking. They are running this business in Mali, 

Senegal, Madagascar, Kenya, Ivory Coast and Niger. Since 2008 they have signed up 1 

million people. Though there are multiple mobile banks are working in African nations but 

the real impact has been made by M-Pesa. M-Pesa is a mobile bank which is a subsidiary of 

Vodafone. Only in Kenya, M-Pesa register more than 13 million customer, while in Tanzania, 

M-Pesa has 6 Million customers and in 2010 in total 670 million transactions generated 

through this mobile banking service. In Latin America potion Telefonica is giving the service 

of mobile banking in four countries. Among those countries in Brazil, mobile banking is 

establishing its place in good speed. It is believed that after Africa, Latin America is the place 

where mobile bank will have greater success. In Latin America only 35 percent people have 

bank account while 90 percent people have mobile phones. In northern American side, in 

USA almost 20% people are using mobile banking service in regular purpose. In Asian side 

mobile banking is also on the way of success. In Pakistan, where are only 14% regular 

banking subscribers in there already 500,000 customers are already subscribed with mobile 

banking (http://www.thecitizen.co.tz). This mobile banking is also successful in South Korea, 

Japan, China and Malaysia. In Japan, there are already more than 1.5 million active mobile 

banking users and it is increasing. Maldives and Bangladesh are also joining in this race. In 

India till now 77 banks have received the approval for mobile banking. Though mobile 

banking have a greater success in world-wide it is not seen the success in the European 

3.2 World View of Mobile Banking 

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/
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region yet. It’s already failed in Spain, Austria and some Scandinavian countries. In Germany, 

in 2003 there were 22 banks were giving mobile banking service but in 2006 it reduced into 

14. It is believed that after the establishment of 3G service in all over the Europe, then 

mobile banking may have success in Europe 

 

 

 

 

Mobile Banking service can be provided in two different processes. One of these are Banks 

can directly give the mobile banking service towards the customer. In this process banks are 

having their own network system. On the other hand, in other process banks are using the 

3rd party for giving this mobile banking service. In this process banks are having only the 

database system and the service providing duty is relying on the 3rd party. Now, based on 

these services providing process, service can be delivered in two different ways. These are 

application based (GPRS protocol) and the other one is SMS based. In most of the countries 

especially in the developing countries, SMS based mobile banking is using widely. It requires 

very low cost and low bandwidth and also it is easy to understand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Infrastructure for Mobile Banking 
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Bangladesh is 8th largest populated country in the world with around 161 million 

populations. In Bangladesh, almost 31.5% populations are living under poverty (The Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA), 2013). From this huge population only 13% people have bank 

account. On the other hand, there are almost 90 million mobile phone subscribers in 

Bangladesh. From the point of view of Bangladesh, the expansion of e-banking is opposed 

by the problem of institutional, infrastructure and regulatory problems.Absence of central 

networking system, unskilled people and absence of proper policies are lacking behind the 

whole system. Bangladesh Bank is developing country’s payment system but by that time all 

the banks are not able to improve their ICT system. In this scenario, it’s hard to reach to 

mass people with current banking system. From this plot, the concept of mobile banking 

emerged to reach the banking facility to the unbanked people. People also take this system 

as good one as 69% people believe this “mobile banking” has prospect in Bangladesh (Bank, 

July 2012)Mobile banking is a new banking concept in Bangladesh. Bangladesh Bank is 

influencing banks to operate this mobile in a serious manner to reach to the unbanked 

people of Bangladesh. Bangladesh Bank believes that mobile is the easiest way to reach to 

the rural part of the country with the banking service.  

Still now, Bangladesh Bank has given license to 23 banks to run this mobile banking 

operation. Among these, 14 banks have full Mobile Financial Service permission and other 9 

banks have the permission for international remittance transaction only through mobile.  

(Bank, July 2012) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Mobile Banking in Bangladesh Banking 
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I consider myself lucky to get the opportunity to work at bKash Limited for 12 successive weeks 

as an intern at the Marketing division. In this short period of time it is not possible to go through 

all the wings of marketing division deeply. I got the privilege to work under the one of the most 

important wings of marketing division. Media team of marketing division. 

Within the marketing division, there are 2internalteams. These are: 

 Product development team 

 Media team 

o Outdoor &OoH 

o Event 

 Creative team 

 

Product development team 

In the product development team they are main work is to find out the new scope and VAS 

to improve the product. Beside this they are doing survey to find out the market position. 

They also did survey after every event to find out the success rate according to their cost. All 

this survey they do on field and off field survey with the result of survey they are taking 

decision accordingly. In this team they have one manager, one assistant manager and some 

officers. The manager is directly reporting to marketing director.  

Media team 

In bkash marketing division the one of the important team is media team. The main 

work of this team is monitoring the media, doing events and taking care of the 

sponsorship, outdoor branding. Beside this giving all the work order to the vendor 

and clear there bills in time after monitoring there work. This team is divided into two 

part.  

 

 

4.1 Marketing Division 
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Outdoor &OoH 

The work of outdoor &OoH is to managing all the vendors who are related with the 

outdoor branding. In addition of this monitoring the entire outdoor branding 

element such as billboard, wall paint, boat branding. They also find out the new 

scope of outdoor branding and planning for the future. 

Event 

In the event team they are looking for the opportunity of branding in any kind of events. 

Some events those they are University Seminar, participate in various fair and  they have 

particular work for the special days such as pohelaboishak, New year, Victory Day, Eid etc. 

They are promoting the brand throw various kind of events in whole country. 

Creative team 

This team is doing very important and sophisticated work for the marketing division. Their 

main work is to prepare all the design for branding such as billboard design, events poster, 

festoon, agent point branding element. Beside this they are also give direction to the 

vendors about the branding item color and design. They are very much aware about the 

brand color. 
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4.2 Higher key in bKash Limited Marketing Division  
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Outdoor &OoH is one of the smallest team of bkash marketing division. However, it is one of 

the most important one. The department is supervised by Mr.Naushad Mustafa Kamal, 

Manager, and Media team. In this team there is one officer Md. Abdul Wadud who is the 

responsible for take care of outdoor branding. 

The function of Outdoor &OoH is quite interesting and challenging. This is because this unit 

is very common in industries that have outdoor branding. However, for a company that is 

very dependent on giving outdoor advertisement, this team is a must.  

As mentioned above the function of this team is related with the outdoor branding so here 

they need to manage all the vendors. Making annual plan for outdoor branding beside this 

they need find out the new innovative ideas for branding. The whole work this team is 

depend on the visibility level. Outdoor &OoH is under media team beside this they need to 

have a link with creative team. Because creative team is finalize the design of outdoor item 

and through this team those design received by the vendor. 

As mention before the job of this department is challenging because in every quarter they 

need to go for a visit in division wise. There they need to give a report and give some new 

opportunity also. Although this job is challenging but there is a huge scope to enhance the 

knowledge by visiting different places and finding branding opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Outdoor & OoH  
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The responsibilities that were assigned to me during the internship period include the 

following: 

 Assist in planning and executing the outdoor strategy of bKash 

 Monitoring the condition of outdoor branding element by field visit. 

 Make routine visits across the country to assess the progress of outdoor branding.  

 Evaluate and propose innovative and cost effective mediums of outdoor branding. 

 Gather market intelligence on competition on a regular basis  

 Keep abreast of existing and new upcoming technical changes regarding outdoor 

marketing and branding. 

 Maintain liaison with outdoor vendors and enhance the vendor pool 

 Communicate with the various University for bKash seminar  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Responsibilities of the Job 
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Being able to work for one of the leading mobile financing company of the country is always 

enticing. However, that is only part of the whole story. The working environment of bkash is 

one of the best not only in the mobile financing but all over Bangladesh. The office space is 

open and everyone can move around and communicate with others freely. All the 

employees are very much friendly. The communication system is very much open ended 

such as anyone can give suggestion if they find anything wrong. For an example Outdoor 

branding team give suggestion to sales team if they find any think wrong. And one main 

think bkash is always welcoming the young and enthusiastic people to their team.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Critical Observations  
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Mobile Financial Services (MFS) is an approach to offering financial services that combines 

banking with mobile wireless networks which enables users to execute banking 

transactions. This means the ability to make deposits, withdraw, and to send or receive 

funds from a mobile account. Often these services are enabled by the use of bank agents 

that allow mobile account holders to transact at independent agent locations outside of 

bank branches. MFS is still new in Bangladesh and this report aims to capture its early 

development and learn lessons. 

 

Access to formal financial services can help households to better plan and manage their 

lives. MFS offers the opportunity to build another channel beyond the bank branch and ATM 

network to enable millions to have easier access to the formal banking system. Bangladesh 

Bank aims to build a commercially viable, competitive and safe MFS market. Bangladesh has 

a big market for mobile telecom business and the industry is expanding quickly. This MFS 

services is given by the mobile operators. The estimated total population of Bangladesh was 

152,518,015 on 16th July and the total numbers of active mobile phone subscribers are 

92,120,000 at the end of May 2012, i.e. around 60.40% of total population use mobile 

phones. So MFS have the opportunity to reach around 60.40% of total population in 

Bangladesh. (Bank, July 2012) 

The MFS market is at an early stage of development as the newest providers are seeking to 

stabilize their technology, build out agent networks and acquire new customers. This 

involves a complex, sequenced set of activities that includes: (1) finding and training agents, 

(2) marketing to bring attention to the service, (3) acquiring customers using 

know‐your‐customer (KYC) and account opening processes while at the same time helping 

new customers to begin to transact. The deployments that are most active today are 

seeking to expand their customer bases during 2012. (Bank, July 2012) For example, BRAC 

Bank/bKash and DBBL aim are aiming for multi‐fold growth during 2012 which could push 

their combined customer accounts to between 2 and 3 million within a year’s time, possibly 

5.1 Market Analysis 
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more. It is hoped that other providers entering the market might also grow and provide 

more alternatives and competition. It is still early and much more will be learned about MFS 

in Bangladesh over the coming year. 

 

 

 

The MFS guidelines and the ‘honest broker’ role taken on by Bangladesh Bank have been 

instrumental in the recent growth of this sector. After several years of uncertainty, the firm 

move by Bangladesh Bank to establish MFS guidelines provided a positive signal that is 

enabling market growth. Bangladesh Bank has also been proactive in bridging differences 

between commercial banks and MNOs, and this ‘honest broker’ role has been instrumental 

to the recent rapid growth of BRAC Bank and Dutch‐Bangla Bank in this sector. 

 

Banks and MNOs share the view that the potential for MFS lies initially with P2P, small 

merchant payments and mobile top-ups. Interviews and surveys with banks and MNOs 

presents a consistent picture that the expectations are for small payments to be the early 

drivers of MFS. At the same time some also see the benefits of safekeeping of funds. 

Importantly, banks and MNOs don’t expect large volumes of inward foreign remittances to 

be received over MFS. They recognize that mobile accounts will need to have more usability 

before clients will want to receive inward foreign remittances into a mobile account. 

Deployments focusing on establishing mobile accounts and driving small domestic payments 

are the priority. 

 

BRAC Bank/bKash and Dutch Bangla Bank are the early leaders in the market. Both Dutch 

Bangla and BRAC Bank/bKash launched in 2011 and have moved to activate agent networks 

in nearly all districts. They have built these initial agent networks through NGO partners or 

other third party distribution companies. Both have opened several hundred thousand 

mobile accounts and their transaction volumes since launch are higher than others so far. 

DBBL and BRAC Bank/bKash rely primarily on making contracts with MNOs for the use of 

USSD channels. 

The most significant efforts are currently on identifying, quantifying and negotiating 

mutually beneficial partnerships between banks and MNOs. MNOs have opened up their 

    5.2Findings on the MFS Market Structure 
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USSD channels to banks and more such agreements are being actively negotiated. These 

negotiations are complicated because of several factors. One is that banks appear to have a 

regulatory advantage given the clear decision for a bank‐led market. At the same time, 

banks tend to want MNOs to be a vendor of wireless connections rather than equal business 

partners in a joint venture. MNOs believe they have more to offer than wireless 

connectivity. They feel they bring distribution power, an understanding mass market client 

behaviors and skills in how to manage a business’s involving millions of users. On the other 

hand, MNOs may not fully appreciate the regulatory risks or business case for the banks. For 

instance, MNOs may over‐estimate the float revenue banks might gain. These differences of 

perception are common in other countries as well. Even with agreements in place the 

further negotiation of adjustments and additions to the partnerships will remain important 

for market development. 

 

The challenge of forging partnerships is compounded by different expectation of the total 

size of the MFS market and the timeline to generate an attractive ROI. Some are targeting 

only several hundred thousand users, while others see the market opportunity to be tens of 

millions of users. Some market players want to see a positive return on investment in a 

matter of 1‐2 years. (Bank, July 2012) 

Others feel that the micro‐payments business must be very large to succeed and therefore 

estimate that the market may take up to 5 years to develop. The different perceptions of 

market size and timelines make the process of partnership negotiation complicated. 
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5.3.1 Subscribers 

bkash Limited started their operation in July 2011 as a subsidiary of BRAC Bank Ltd. Up to 

the year 2012, subscribers increased slowly. However, after the mass branding process was 

completed, their subscribers increased dramatically. In fact, they are now the fastest 

growing company in the market. The total number of subscribers has reached 3 million. 

Now they are the market leader in this industry. They are capturing all most 71% market 

share. 

(Bank, July 2012), (Wadud, 2013) 
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5.3.2 Growth Rate 

The growth rate of bkash is quite surprising. Beside this the industry has the huge potential 

to growth. It highlights the fact that bkash is aggressively going for expansion. If this growth 

continues, it will be very hard for the competitors to take over bkash. 

 

(Wadud, 2013) (Bank, July 2012) 
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After 22 months of operation bKash now has 30,000 agents, almost one in every two villages 

in rural Bangladesh, “this assures access to agents in the remotest part of the country”. The 

service was launched on July 21, 2011. It now has all most 3 million registered customers. In 

addition, 98% of mobile users in Bangladesh have access to bKash. Over the last one year 

they do a huge branding activity that’s why they are able to achieve this success. Some of 

their branding activities is given bellow. 

5.4.1 Billboard: one of the best ways of communication is billboard now bkash have 73 

billboards all over the country. bkash is planning to have 200 billboards at the end of 2013. 

(Wadud, 2013) That will enhance their reach to more people. The entire billboard has good 

visibility level and in prime location. They are planning to cover each and every thana of 

Bangladesh by billboard. Beside this there massage is very match under stable in the board. 

In bellow I provide some picture of bkash billboard: 

 

 

5.4.2 Wall paint: The main target market of bkash is rural people and lower class people. 

bkash have 1, 20,000 SF of wall paint in all over the country. They are planning to have 2, 

00,000 SF of wall paint at the end of 2013. (Wadud, 2013) This wall paint is help bkash to 

increase their brand image. In bellow I provide some picture of bkash wall paint which is 

taken from various place of the country. 

 

5.4 Branding 
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5.4.3TV Commercial: bkash have in total 8 TV Commercial including a 3D advertisement. In 

those commercial they are providing massage about their services. In bellow I am providing 

some ideas about the each and every TV Commercial: 

Open a bKash Account on your own mobile 

Rahmat, an elderly village dweller needs to send money urgently to his son Shafiq, who 

forgot to take money while leaving for the city. Rahmat goes to Iqbal, a nearby bKash Agent 

in his village. Iqbal explains to Rahmat that bKash gives the ease of sending money from 

home, at his convenience. 

International Remittance TVC (UK) 

Remitters from UK can now send money to bKash Account in Bangladesh from BRAC Saajan 

and its partner outlets. The remitter needs to mention bKash as the termination mode and 

the recipient needs to have a bKash account to receive the money directly in his/her bKash 

Account. 

 

Something for everyone 

Sokhina is a garments worker and uses bKash regularly to send money home to her family. 

She narrates how bKash has made her life so much easier, and how it is transforming the 

lives of everyone around her too. 
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Safely sends and receives money anywhere, anytime 

Ronnie is a university student who lives on campus away from home. He needs to pay his 

tuition fee urgently and calls his father to send him the money through bKash. 

  

No need to carry cash, pay with bKash 

Housewife Nina, needs to buy some urgent groceries but does not have enough cash on her 

and is also in a hurry. On her walk to a nearby superstore, she cal ls her husband and asks to 

send the money to her bKash Account. She shops and happily pays with bKash at the store. 

Nina likes playing with bKash as it is simple, convenient and she no longer needs to carry 

cash. 

 

bKash brings safety to your hard earned money 

Milon is a driver who used to receive his salary in cash. Now his employer pays through 

bKash. Milon is happy because bKash is a better means to keep his money safe as he does 

not have a bank account. 

 

Sending money home has never been this easy 

Sokhina is a garments worker who sends money home regularly to her parents in the village. 

Hand-to-hand transfer was the only option for her, which was neither convenient nor cost 

effective. 

 

Bikoshito Bangladesh in 3D 

Keeping with the spirit of innovation and empowerment, bKash proudly presents a world 

class 3D animation made entirely in Bangladesh. This explanatory video illustrates common 

problems related to money matters, outlining how bKash helps make everyday transactions 

easier and how it is relevant and necessary in the lives of rural and city dwellers. 

 

5.4.4 Boat Branding: one of the most effective and creative branding of bkash is there boat 

branding. They have in total 500 bkash boats in shylet, B.Baria, Sunamjong, Bhoirob and 
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many other places where boat is the main transport. Here I attach some picture of boat 

branding: 

 

 

 

 

5.4.5 Agent point branding: bkash use some branding item in their agent point which is 

increase their brand image. In agent point they have pointer, festoon, and posters. This is 

more attractive than their competitors. Here is some picture of agent point of bkash. 

 

 

 

5.4.6 Car Sticker: The most effective outdoor branding is car sticker branding. They have 

around 20000 car sticker in all over the country. Beside this they are planning to have CNG 

and rickshaw branding. By this branding bkash reach huge number of target people and 

aware general people about the brand.  
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5.4.7 bKash Drama: To understand the rural people about the importance of bkash in their 

life, for that bkash have bkash drama acted by the local actors. In common places in rural 

area they perform this drama based on bkash. For this drama purpose bkash use BRAC 

network to maintain all the drama. At the end of this year they are able to organize 500 

shows all over the country. In bellow some picture of those dramas is given: 
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5.5.1 Origin 

BRAC Bank was founded in 2001 by the large development organization BRAC. While BRAC 

Bank went public after its first three years in operation it remains affiliated with the broader 

BRAC group. A third generation bank, BRAC Bank has built its profile based on a core 

business of lending to the SME market, but added more retail and corporate work in recent 

years. 

 

 In 2011 BRAC Bank launched a 51% owned subsidiary called bKash combined with an 

investment from the USA based Money in Motion. Bangladesh Bank granted permission to 

BRAC Bank and bKash jointly to operate the MFS business. The MFS guidelines specifically 

allow banks and their subsidiaries to carry out the MFS business BRAC Bank/bKash launched 

its operations in July 2011 and its initial MNO partner was Robi. In January Grameen Phone 

(GP) opened a USSD channel to bKash opening the service to GP subscribers. BRAC 

Bank/bKash’s service is delivered over the Fandom platform initially developed in South 

Africa which has since been acquired by Visa. BRAC Bank/bKash has agents in all districts of 

Bangladesh and its aspiration is to be a large scale provider of MFS reaching tens of millions 

of Bangladeshis in a few years’ time. BRAC Bank/bKash are cautious that the service would 

not be profitable for another 4‐5 years. BRAC Bank/bKash has also received a $10 million 

grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and technical assistance from Shore Bank 

International to support the launch of its MFS services. BRAC Bank/bKash also partners with 

BRAC to identify and train new agents in addition to receiving agents from Robi and also 

searching for agents directly. From BRAC Bank/bKash perspective, the main challenge is to 

establish sound commercial agreements with MNOs. The other challenge is to motivate 

agents and clients to begin to use the service more actively. BRAC Bank/bKash believes 

building the business will take more time, scale and awareness building. 

 

DBBL has long been a strong advocate for the use of technology in banking. Along with its 

113 branches, DBBL has been active building a wide payments infrastructure with 2,000 

5.5 Comparative Analysis of Performance 
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ATMS and 4,000 POS terminals, 2.3 million debit cards, and an Internet Payment Gateway. 

DBBL launched its MFS service branded “DBBL Mobile” in March 2011 using a technology 

platform from an international vendor called Sybase 365. Presently DBBL operates this as a 

separate platform from its core banking system, but the two systems can be linked in the 

future. This platform uses various technologies (SMS, IVR, and USSD) to open accounts and 

process payments. The main service is a menu driven service accessed through USSD 

channels provided under agreements with Airtel, Banglalink and GP. DBBL also offers an 

SMS/IVR based service for Citycell subscribers. DBBL makes its services available through a 

network of 3,181 agents provided by a combination of Banglalink, Citycell, Airtel, and UISC8. 

But the largest number of agents DBBL acquires itself through third party distributors. In 

total DBBL reports agents in 61 districts serve a total of 172 thousand accounts. 

Dutch‐Bangla Bank sees the main challenges in establishing stable commercial relationships 

to use the wireless networks of MNOs. It also sees profitability and revenue in the early 

stages as a major challenge because the revenues are not sufficient to provide the income 

necessary to agents to build the business. An additional challenge is maintaining quality and 

covering the high cost of KYC with large numbers of new accounts being opened. (Bank, July 

2012) 

 

 

5.5.2 Subscribers Analysis 

bkash Limited is at present leading the industry with around 3 million subscribers out of a 

total market size of approximately 4.75 million subscribers as of March 2013. DBBL mobile 

banking has 1 million subscribers in the network and the second position in the industry. 

Trust Bank, M-Cash and other MFC is not that much strong to compete with bKash and 

DBBL. They in total have around .75 million subscribers as of March 2013.  

Growth rate of subscribers from March, 2012 to March, 2013 are given below 
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(Bank, July 2012) (Wadud, 2013) 

The result of the analysis is interesting as it is a common perception bkash has the highest 

subscriber growth rate. We can see that DBBL is continuously growing faster than bkash but 

they reach 1 million subscribers whereas bkash reach 4 million subscribers with in same 

time frame. Here we can see growing rate of bkash slowly increasing then DBBL but the 

number of subscriber is very much high.   
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5.5.3 Market Share 

Mobile financing industry is very new in Bangladeshi market. Now bkash is leading  this 

market with around 71% of market share. Along with bkash DBBL mobile banking have the 

24% of market share. Mainly bkash& DBBL mobile banking cover the most of the market. 

Others company such as Trust Bank, Merkentile Bank, Eastern Bank and others covers 5% of 

total market share. 

(Wadud, 2013) 
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5.5.4 Agents Analysis 

 

The total number of agents is reflects the company’s condition in the market. In Mobile 

financing industry agents is mandatory to provide the service.So all company are try to 

motivate there agents by commotion. In the chart we can see bkash agents growth rate is 

slightly down the DBBL but the total number of bkash agents are 40000 where age DBBL 

have 25085 all over in Bangladesh. The number of bKash agents is high because of they give 

the agents 30tk on registration but DBBL gave 10tk. So over the last year bkash has more 

agents point in all over the country then DBBL. 

 

 

 

(Wadud, 2013) (Bank, July 2012) 
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5.4.5 Analysis on Branding  

 

In mobile financing industry companies are not those much aware about the branding 

because the entire mobile financing service provider is under any BANK. Beside this it seems 

that bkash and DBBL mobile banking are far aware about branding then others. This two 

service provider shown uniqueness,Emotional Connections and Consistency in there 

branding. In bellow we are analysis about their branding in terms of some core branding 

characteristic. 

 

Visibility  

This is one of the core requirements for any branding, without proper visibility level the 

branding is not profitable. If we talk about bkash branding it is more visible then other 

brand. Such as bkash have 73 billboards all over the country and those are in well visible 

label. Beside this DBBL have 500 boards in every sub-District in Bangladesh, but those are 

not in good visibility level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the picture we can see the bkash one is more visible then the DBBLs one. But DBBL cover 

more area then bkash by their small board which has less visibility level. In the area where 

bkash don’t have any billboard they cover that area by wall painting. 

 

 

 

bKash Billboard DBBL Board 
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Uniqueness 

One of the most important site of any product or service branding is its uniqueness. If we 

see the branding of bkash and DBBL, both the company try to be unique in their branding. 

Beside this if we compare this two then bkash branding is more unique then DBBL. bKash 

have boat branding, Car Sticker branding, Drama Branding, on the other site DBBL try to 

Branding in a traditional way newspaper advertisement and TVC. In bellow I show some 

picture of unique branding of bkash 

 

 

 

 

 

Target Audience 

In this industry the main target audiences are rural and low income people in our country. 

MFS try to provide banking service to the people who are usually not interesting in banking. 

So that the company are branding there product to the target market.If we see the all TVC 

of bkash and DBBL the made a scenario of rural people. Beside this bkash is more advance 

then DBBL they are targeting urban people also by providing payment service. 

 

bkash Drama Boat Branding Bikoshito 3D 

http://www.bkash.com/video/bikoshito-bangladesh-3d
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Emotional Connections: Emotion is main way to attract the target audience by branding. 

Some TVC of bkash and DBBL is related to emotional activity but bkash is doing some extra 

to hit the target market. In addition with TVC bkash have some documentary on some 

successful people who are benefited by the bkash services. Beside this in recent time bkash 

introduce a new event which is related to the direct target market. The main picture of that 

event is given bellow:  

 

In this way bkash is trying to capture the target market by emotional branding. But DBBL is 

not giving any extra effort in their emotional branding. 

 

After analyzing the branding activity of this two company we can find that bkash is far ahead 

then DBBL, it also reflects in their market share and subscriber growth rate. 
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From last year, the competitive environment in the mobile financing industry has become 

intensely competitive, with not only constant special offers and new value added services, 

but also with new and bigger entrants. 

The following sections describe the competitive environment in the industry using Michael 

Porter’s five forces model. 

5.6.1 Threat of Intense Segment Rivalry 

This mobile financing industry is growing very fast. Now bkash and DBBL Mobile Banking 

dominated the market. This two are covering the market very fast beside this they are try to 

incise their market share before more computation. But in recent days Ialami Bank 

Bangladesh introduce M Cash. It could be one of main compotator for those two companies. 

However, the monopoly soon came to an end in this industry. 

In mobile financing industry there are some banks who are offering mobile banking those 

are Prime Bank, Bank Asia, Trust Bank, Dhaka Bank, Mercantile Bank, Premier Bank, Jamuna 

Bank. They all are very much potential compotators in this industry. Here this all companies 

are very much establishing to run mobile banking. But they are not concentrating in this site 

so it’s easy to bkash and DBBL for capturing the market. 

Since BRAC Bank introduces bKash in this industry they are doing aggressive marketing. Now 

they are covering 71% of market share with huge number of agents. (Wadud, 2013)They 

also have TVC, Billboard, Newspaper add to promote their services. Beside this DBBL is 

doing this kind of branding to promote their mobile banking services. 

Now in this mobile banking industry bkash is the market leader, (Wadud, 2013) but growth 

rate is very high in this industry. So any one can come to this industry and that will be threat 

for bkash. bKash is very much aware about this that’s why they are capturing the market 

rapidly. Beside this they introduce their services in every possible scope they have. 

5.6  Performance Analysis by Porter’s Five Forces Model 
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After coming in to the industry Islami Bank’s M cash is doing well. They are giving a hard 

computation to other companies. M cash is doing aggressive marketing in terms of other 

companies. The visibility of the company is quite good. 

So, the rivalry among existing competitors is high. 

 

5.6.2 Threat of New Entrants 

Bangladesh Bank introduces a new rule that every Bank should have mobile banking service.  

So it is not that much hard to new entry in this industry. But beside this Bangladesh bank 

has some regulation for new entrees. Existing companies have created brand positioning 

and economies of scale in coverage- that also act as entry barrier. In addition the price 

battle between the competitors in service charge. So potential direct entry to the industry is 

relatively restricted at the moment, due to control over licenses. However, companies are 

finding other ways to enter the industry, i.e. through merg ing with existing operator’s 

mobile financing industry are moderate. 

5.6.3 Threat of Substitute Products 

Mobile Banking is a high-tech industry and the substitutes that would replace the services of 

today are strongly related to the factor of innovation. In case of Bangladesh mobile telecom 

banking industry, substitutes exist in the form of government post office and some 

However, there is no strong competitive substitute for mobile telecom industry as the 

existing alternatives are either nearly obsolete or in embryonic stage and thus poses very 

carrier services little threat to the industry.  

bkash is only company in the country who provide services  in height agents point and ATM 

booth. However, the substitute services are not much strong so the companies are not 

giving high concentrate in substitute 

So, the threat from substitutes is weak in Bangladesh. 
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5.6.4 Threat of Buyers Growing Bargaining Power 

There are mainly 3 mobile banking operators in Bangladesh and they offer almost 

homogenous services which have low switching costs between operators and thus has 

provided buyers with extremely high bargaining power. The bargaining power of buyers in 

this industry is moderate. With the exception of remote-area customers who have no 

alternative service available in their vicinity. 

5.6.5 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

The bargaining power of suppliers in the mobile industry varies depending on the brand 

name and strategic importance of the network as well as the size of the Company, such as 

Grameen phone, Banglalink, Robi, Citycell, Teletalk in the mobile banking industry is that 

type of suppliers who enjoy strong power in the industry. On the other hand there are many 

potential suppliers and vendors in mobile banking industry e.g. various agents, merchants  

such as aarong, agora, bata and others beside this  are major suppliers of telecom 

equipment in Bangladesh the industry is moderate to weak. 
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To understand the business environment of a particular firm, we need to analyze both the 

general environment and the firm‘s industry and competitive environment. One of the most 

basic techniques for analyzing firm and industry conditions is SWOT analysis. It is a widely 

used technique through which managers create a quick overview of a company‘s strategic 

situation. 

5.7.1 Strengths 

bKash Limited: bKash has always been committed to providing quality services. Its strengths 

include- it‘s the market leader, it has got skilled & dedicated workforce, strong financial 

position wide range of product and product innovation skills, highest reach in the country, 

building brand image and reputation in the industry, strong company culture, customer 

care. 

DBBL: The strength of DBBL lies in it’s in its controlling system. They have a mobile banking 

office in every sub-district all over the country. They have a good number of agent point and 

merchant account. There controlling system is main strengths along with brand name.  

 

5.7.2 Weaknesses 

bkash: The weaknesses of bkash are understand people about the service, facing challenges 

regarding branding , Sometimes system is down, conflict management skills for solving 

regulatory problems, poor leadership development from local talents for top level position, 

poor negotiation & conflict management skills for solving regulatory problems. 

DBBL: The weakness of DBBL is their numbers of agent’s .They also have one of the lowest 

number of merchants account. There branding is very week, they don’t have any billboard 

whereas bkash have 72 billboard in all over the country. (Wadud, 2013) In agent point there 

pointer is less visible then bkash one. 

 

5.7 SWOT Analysis 
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5.7.3 Opportunities 

bkash: Opportunities of bkash is huge in Bangladeshi market. Because the total number of 

active mobile phone subscribers are 92,120,000 at the end of May 2012 in Bangladesh. All of 

the mobile phone subscribers are the potential target market for bkash. Beside this bkash is 

leading the market so they have more opportunity then other.  

DBBL: DBBL has 2nd place in this MFI and this industry has huge number of potential clients 

untouched. If DBBL want they can increase their customer very fast. Beside this they have 

huge opportunity for marketing. By this they can promote their product very well.  

5.7.4 Threats 

bkash: One of the main challenges stems from the perception of technology maintained by 

low income users. For example, many users mistakenly think that they require advanced 

skill to use the technology. A similar issue arises in that users often think that advanc ed 

English is required to use bKash. So it’s really hard to convince low income users about the 

invisible money concept. 

 

DBBL:  The main threat for DBBL is the rapid growth of bkash. From previous analysis bkash 

and DBBL started their journey from same time but now bkash has71% and DBBL has 24% 

market share. If it is continue at this rate sooner bkash capture almost all the market. 

Besides this mobile banking is a complex system for uneducated people. But their main 

targeted people are uneducated. So create awareness among the rural people about the 

mobile banking is another big threats for DBBL. 
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Mobile Financial Services- Comparative Study 

 DBBL bKash  

MNO Partners 1. CityCell 

2. Banglalink 

3. Airtel 

4. Grameenphone 

1. Robi 

2. Grameenphone 

3. Banglalink 

4. Airtel 

 5.  5.  

Customer 

Registration 

 

 Customer fills up a one 

leaf KYC form, submits any 

photo ID copy & 1 

photograph. No copy issued 

to customer 

 Any operator subscriber 

can open account 

 Account is activated after 

2 working days 

 Registration is needed 

for the recipient; sender 

does not necessarily need an 

account. If anyone does not 

have a DBBL mobile banking 

account, s/he cannot avail 

any service.   

 Customer fills up a KYC form, 

submits copy National 

ID/Passport/Driving 

License/Citizenship Certificate.  1 

copy issued to the customer, 1 copy 

for the agent and another for bKash 

 Only Robi and GP subscriber can 

open an account 

 Account is activated right away 

 An account holder can send to 

another account holder, an account 

holder can send to a non-account 

holder, and a non-account holder 

can also send to a non-account 

holder. So, if anyone does not have 

a bKash account, s/he also can avail 

few services 

 

Documentation  Customer gets a money 

receipt on each 

 Customer signs the agent 

register after each transaction 

5.7 Analysis by some key Factors 
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transaction from agent 

outlet 

 After each transaction via Token, 

both customer and agent get a 

receipt  

Distribution 

Network 

 Available at CityCell, 

Banglalink, Airtel outlets 

 at DBBL branches all over 

the 

country 

 Available at Robi WICs, RSPs, 

BRAC Channel, Continental Courier 

Service Channel and other 

Authorized Distributors’ Channels all 

over Bangladesh. 

Number of 

Agents 

 25085  30000 

Services  Transactional Services- 

1. Cash In 

2. Cash Out 

Non-Transactional Services- 

1. Registration 

2. Balance 

3. Statement 

4. Change PIN 

Transactional Services- 

1. Cash In 

2. Cash Out 

3. Send Money 

4. Create Token 

5. Redeem Token 

6. Payment 

Non-Transactional Services- 

1. Registration 

2. Check Balance 

3. Request Statement 

4. Change PIN 

 

 

Service Menu      *322#  

 

1. Not in use 

2. Send Money 

3. Top Up 

4. Balance 

5. Statement 

*247#  

 

1. Send Money 

2. Token 

3. Payment 

4. Cash Out 

5. My bKash 
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6. Change PIN 

7. Log Out 

6. Helpline 

 

Accessibility  Citycell, Banglalink, GP 

and Airtel subscribers 

can access the system. 

 Subscribers from other 

operators can open 

account but can’t access 

the System. They can use 

(Check balance, 

statement & PIN change) 

only by calling helpline 

 Citycell subscribers 

access system by sending 

a blank SMS, get an IVR 

prompt for further action 

 Banglalink and Airtel 

subscribers can access 

through USSD 

  

 Robi ,GP, Airtel and Banglalink 

subscribers can access the 

system 

 Registered users access directly 

through USSD by dialing *247# 

 

Service Charges 

 

 Registration= Free 

 Cash In= 1% or 5 taka 

(whichever is higher) 

 Cash Out= 2% or 10 taka 

(whichever is higher) 

 Check balance= 2.00 Tk 

 Check statement= 1.00 

Tk 

 No charge applicable for 

Deposit/Withdraw from 

DBBL Branches 

 Registration= Free 

 Cash In= Fee 

 Cash Out= 2.6% on average 

 P2P charge: 2 taka 

 Token creation= 5 taka (flat rate) 

 Token encase= Same as Cash out 

charge 

 Token redeem from Agent=Cash 

out charge+5.00Tk 

 Check balance= Free  

 Check statement= Free 
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Commission  Agent 

1. Registration= 10tk 

2. Cash In= 50% of the 

service charge   

3. Cash Out= 50% of the 

service charge 

 MNO 

1. Cash In= 20% of 

the service charge   

2. Cash Out= 20% of 

the service charge 

 

 DBBL 

1. Cash In= 30% of 

the service 

charge   

2. Cash Out= 30% of 

the service 

charge 

 Agent 

1. Registration= 30tk 

2. 60% of the service 

charge   

 Master Agent/Distributor 

1. 25% of the service 

charge 

 MNO Partner 

1. 8.05% of the service 

charge   

 bKash 

1. 6.95% of the service 

charge   

 

 

POSM and 

Communications 

1. Festoon 

2. Authorized agent 

certificate 

3. Leaflet 

4. TVC  

1. Shop Pointer 

2. Leaflet 

3. Billboard 

4. Poster 

5. Festoon 

6. Car Sticker 

7. Website 

8. Social Networks 

9. TVC 

10. RDC 

11. Newspaper Ad 
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12. Boat Branding 

13. University Seminars  

14. Advertising boards in 

sports 

Helpline      16216       16247 
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The findings of the report are given below: 

 Mobile banking is a new technology in Bangladesh which started from 31st March 

2011. Dutch Bangla Bank Limited pioneered in mobile banking services in 

Bangladesh. Most people heard about it but not have a clear idea. 

 bkash provide the best quality service among the all company, and they are the 

market leader also.  

 Although bkash and DBBL started their journey in a same year but bkash is now far 

way then DBBL in terms of service, coverage, branding and other side.   

 The total market share of bkash is 71% which is very much high for any industry. 

 In one case DBBL have the advantage that is in controlling, because in every sub-

district DBBL have their mobile banking office. On the other site bkash control by 

their agents. 

 bkash have strong customer service point, and 24/7 service in call center. 

 DBBL have the higher growth rate then bkash but in terms of number of subscribers 

bkash is far ahead. 

 In terms of branding bkash is more visible then DBBL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Findings 
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While working with the report, there were certain things that came in front of my eyes 

which bkash, I think, should consider. The recommendations are: 

 Mobile financing services mainly depend on the technology so bkash need to 

improve their server as early as possible because some time the server down for one 

or two hour. 

  bkash need to promote their service by doing one to one marketing because of the 

complexity of the service. 

 The payment service of bkash is not satisfactory so that if they want to capture the 

urban people. 

 bkash need to introduce mobile recharge service as early as possible because most 

of the youth use DBBL mobile banking only because of this service. 

 International remittance service of bkash is not clear to everyone so that they need 

to promote that service with high priority.  

 In resent time Islami Bank Bangladesh introduce mobile banking service called M-

Cash. So bkash need to have close observation on M-Cash, because they became the 

threat for bkash. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Recommendations 
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It is my immense pleasure to conclude the report as a part of my internship program. The 

report is a reflection of my work, sincerity, credibility as well as coordination between me & 

bkash Limited. I tried my best to provide as much as information I could. As the industry is 

its early stage, companies tend to keep their information confidential. I consider myself 

lucky to be able to work in a company that provides such scope for learning. Certainly, this is 

very uncommon in Bangladesh. The work environment is also one of the best among the 

companies in Bangladesh. 

The mobile financing industry is growing at excellent pace. While it took only two year for 

bkash to reach 3 million, DBBL have 1 million within two year. Beside this all the other 

companies have huge potential to increase their market share, because the industry is in 

very early stage. There is huge opportunity for the new interns in the industry. 

At the wrapping up it can be said the bkash limited still working hard to grab the market 

although they are the market leader with 71% market share. But the competition of this 

industry developed rapidly. But yet bkash is in a comfortable place in this industry but mot 

in a secure place. To retain the market leader position bkash is introduce new services. If 

they can continue to cater to the needs of their customers like they are doing now, they 

have a bright future ahead of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3 Conclusion 
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Appendix 

    Subscriber       

Company 12-Mar 12-Jun 12-Sep 12-Dec 13-Mar 

Trust Bank 1,104 1800 2800 3400 4500 

Dutch Bangla Bank 172,020 353000 555400 782400 1030000 

BRAC Bank/bKash 237,423 546500 1046500 1885400 3000000 

Mercantile Bank 1,392 2540 5850 10025 15250 

Eastern Bank 293 520 1120 2950 5800 

Dhaka Bank 594 1170 2760 3950 6000 

Total 412,826 905,530 1,614,430 2,688,125 4,061,550 

 

 

    Agents       

Company 12-Mar 12-Jun 12-Sep 12-Dec 13-Mar 

Trust Bank 329 850 1800 2680 5600 

Dutch Bangla Bank 3,181 5400 9700 16870 25085  

BRAC Bank/bKash 5,383 10540 17100 28000 40000 

Mercantile Bank 170 350 800 1700 2500 

Eastern Bank 1,386 2450 4720 6200 8400 

Dhaka Bank 1,786 3200 5420 7200 9500 

Total 12235 22790 39540 62650 66000 

 

Subscriber Growth Rate 

Company 12-Jun 12-Sep 12-Dec 13-Mar Average 

Trust Bank 63% 56% 21% 32% 43% 

Dutch Bangla Bank 105% 57% 41% 32% 59% 

BRAC Bank/bKash 130% 91% 80% 59% 90% 

Mercantile Bank 82% 130% 71% 52% 84% 

Eastern Bank 77% 115% 163% 97% 113% 

Dhaka Bank 97% 136% 43% 52% 82% 

Industry Average         79% 
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Agents Growth Rate 

Company 12-Jun 12-Sep 12-Dec 13-Mar Average 

Trust Bank 158% 112% 49% 109% 107% 

Dutch Bangla Bank 70% 80% 74% 49% 68% 

BRAC Bank/bKash 96% 62% 64% 43% 66% 

Mercantile Bank 106% 129% 113% 47% 99% 

Eastern Bank 77% 93% 31% 35% 59% 

Dhaka Bank 79% 69% 33% 32% 53% 

Industry Average         75% 
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